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1.

The Brief - Summary

This brief outlines details of the St Mark’s School Public Art Project, as part of the new allthrough School for Southampton, providing mainstream education for children from 4 years
of age through to 16. This brief is prepared on behalf of St Mark’s School and the Diocese
(‘the Commissioner’) by ArchitecturePLB (Architects of the new School building). ‘A Space’
Arts have been appointed as the public art consultant to deliver this project on behalf of the
School.

2.

The Commission




•
•
•

3.

This project offers an important and valued opportunity for artistic intervention and
the chance to site a permanent work in a prominent Southampton location, and to
create a key piece of the public identity of the city’s all-through School.
This brief outlines various themes relating to the School and its site that are offered
as starting points for inspiration, however the project is also open to interpretation
and further research by the artist is encouraged.
The work must be public-facing and the Commissioner, while receptive to ideas,
would favour a proposal that captures the spirit and ethos of the School.
The artwork should aim to be of an appropriate scale, ambitious and integrate well
with the new School building and landscape.
The work must be installed on site by early Spring 2022 and completed for £16k.

Project Background

In September 2022, St Mark’s shall welcome the community into its new form as the city’s
first all-through School, serving Southampton. Expanding from its established roots as St
Mark’s C of E Primary School and built upon the original site and adjoining Civil Service
Playing Fields, the new all-through School aspires to nurture and guide its pupils and provide
for the wider community.
As part of the planning agreement, the new School is required to incorporate a piece of
public art. This needs to be visible from the public realm and potential themes are outlined
below.
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4.

Potential themes

The artwork should be inspired by and relate to the School and its site. While the
Commissioner is open to new and fresh interpretations, the following themes are offered as
starting points. These are listed in order of relevance and importance to the Commissioner
and further research is encouraged by the artist.

4.1

An all-through School

Central to the identity and purpose of St Mark’s is providing all-through education and care,
throughout the core school years from 4 years of age to 16 – as one cohesive school. The
provision across all ages at one place, will be a wholly new offering for the city of
Southampton. This all-through provision shall offer inclusivity, continuity, and a sense of
belonging across the ages to the school and the city.

4.2

School Ethos and Values

St Mark’s School aims to provide a challenging, aspirational and nurturing environment.
Underpinning its provision of care and education are the core Christian values of Love,
Equality, Inclusion and Respect. The School’s website provides expanded definitions
(https://www.stmarksschool.co.uk/ourvisionsandvalues.html) . To further note, as St Mark’s
develops from a Primary School to an all-through School, these values shall also be
developed.
As a Church of England School, it aspires to be open and fully inclusive. The School sits
within a multi-cultural and multi-faith community - it shall serve and welcome all, through
excellence and teaching the value of service to others.
St Mark, as a patron saint associated with teachings and seafaring, clearly provides a
potential point of reference.

4.3

A School of its Place

St Mark’s is very much a School belonging to and serving the city of Southampton and it
one of the city’s most central Schools.
Within the wider context, the coast has a peripheral presence on the site, with the docks
likely to be visible from some of the upper floor classrooms, and the distant sound of the
fog horn occasionally audible from the site.

[cont.]
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4.4

The Historic Context

While the School and site have some notable points of historic interest, the Commissioner’s
outlook and aspirations are principally focused on the what they desire the school to be for
now and the future. However, the below points are raised for awareness and expanded
upon in the Appendices.
A Victorian school sat on the site, that has been demolished to make way for the new
School. This was constructed in 1894, opening the following year as Millbrook Central
Board School (shortly afterwards renamed Western District Council School). It was
expanded in 1909, and remodelled following damage during WWII.
The distinctive characteristics of deep red brickwork and stone banding were reinterpreted
and informed the materiality and detailing of the new School building.

5.

Site Location

The artwork needs to be publicly visible. The main School entrance is off Shirley Road;
incorporating the artwork within the landscape frontage to the School in this location is the
commissioner’s preference.
Please see Appendices II & III for location plans and site location considerations.

6.

Design Considerations – Site Constraints

All artists invited to submit a full proposal will be briefed on any revised and updated design
considerations; at the Expression of Interest stage please be aware of the following design
considerations
•
•

•

•

•
•

Access & egress to the site and building must remain clear.
Fire Escapes: there are multiple escape points / routes. The proposals should not
compromise these (further information can be made available for the short listed
artists if relevant to proposals)
Robust & low maintenance: mindful that the site is a city centre School, the artwork
needs to be durable and require minimal maintenance. Materials used to create and
secure the artwork must offer a minimum 10-year guarantee.
The artwork would most pragmatically form part of the landscape. It could in
principle be fix to the building (subject to location and loading), but it is not feasible
that it form part of the façade of the building.
The design and construction team of the new School will be available to the
appointed artist to discuss how best to deliver the final artwork.
The artwork must comply with all health and safety regulation and follow ‘safe by
design’ principles - www.safetyindesign.org.uk
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7.

Timeline

21st May 2021

Open Call – launch for expressions of interest.

25th June 2021

Deadline – for expressions of interest from artists

12th July 2021

3-5 artists will be invited to develop an initial proposal.

3rd September 2021

Deadline – to receive initial proposals from artists.

17th September 2021

Project Partners – select appointed artist

20th September 2021 –
18th February 2022

Design development & permission approvals
With Commissioner consultations
Agreed milestone sign-off
Studio visits

21th February – 4th March 2022

On-site installation of artwork
Maintenance & handover pack to be submitted.

7th March 2022

Commissioner sign-off.

8.

Budget
• All artists invited to submit a proposal following a successful Expression of
Interest would receive a £200 fee whether they are selected or not.
• If selected, there is a £16,000 budget available to deliver the project.

9.

Expression of Interest
•
•
•
•
•

Please submit an Expression of Interest by emailing
Paul.Lovegrove@morgansindall.com with:
500 words (max) explaining why you are interested, how you would approach the
project and outline your experience of working on similar projects.
A link to your website.
Artist CV.
The deadline for EOIs is 25th June 2021

Please find attached the following supporting documents:
Appendices
I Governors Statement of Intent
II Aerial photograph and Landscape Plan
III Public Art Site Location Considerations
IV New School Building CGIs
V Historic Context
VI Ideas & Example Artwork
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Appendix I
Governors’ Statement of Intent for the new All Through School
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Appendix II
Aerial View and Landscape Plan

Aerial view (prior to the demolition of the old school)

Landscape Plan (by Creating Place)
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Appendix III
Public Art Site Location Considerations

4.

1.

LOCATION A

Shirley Road

5.

2.

3.

Service
Yard
1.

LOCATION B

The Commissioner is receptive to ideas for the placement of the artwork.
However, it must be publically visible. The preferred site is along the Shirley Road (location
A). Key site considerations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Location of principal School entrance (for visitors).
Location of principal School signage.
Retained mature trees (tree roots require protection).
Covered bike storage.
Existing boundary fencing to be retained and made good.

other points of note:
6. Shirley Road is a major bus route (highly visible site from public transport).
7. Good levels of natural surveillance.

cont.
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An alternative potential location is along Western District Cut (location B). The following
points are noted:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Entrances to the Primary School areas (i.e. not the whole school).
Fencing needs to be a secure line for children (must not be climbable).
Very limited public engagement – Western District Cut is a little used cut-through.
Western District Cut is not overlooked – poor natural surveillance.
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Appendix IV
CGIs of the new School (as currently under construction)

Above: A view of the new school from Shirley Road as approached going away from
Southampton City Centre.

Above: A view of the new school from Shirley Road as approached looking towards
Southampton City Centre.
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Above: A view of the new school (Primary School Wing) from the Western District Cut
looking towards the playing fields.

Above: The Primary School Hall as viewed from the end of Stafford Road
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Appendix V
Historic Context

A time line of maps are illustrated below. The expansion of Southampton along the Shirley
Road can clearly be seen as time progressed. With the expansion of housing for industry a
school was provided following the Education act in the late 1800.
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A Historic Building Record of the old primary School was prepared by Wessex Archaeology
(Planning Ref.: 19/02011/R3CFL, Southampton site code: SOU1862, Document Ref.:
224471.03, November 2020)
Extracts from this document on the history of the school building are setout below:
Prior to the development of the school
In the mid-19th century, as recorded on the 1843 Millbrook Parish Tithe map and award,
the Site area was undeveloped arable land owned by Arthur Atherley and split between
two occupants: Thomas Smith and William Squibb. The area that is now playing fields
was then arable allotments. The Tithe map shows little development in the surrounding
area other than a small number of buildings south-west of Shirley Road and two small
buildings partially enclosed within a plot of arable land to the immediate north of the Site.
School name, type and logo
St Mark’s CE Primary School was established as the Millbrook Central Board School in
the late 19th century and taught boys, girls and infants. The school was subsequently
renamed and known as Western District School during the early and mid-20th century.
Although most recently a Primary school, it has also been a Secondary and Middle
school. The school name changed from Western Secondary School to St Mark’s CE
Middle School at some point between 1966 and 1975 and its present name, St Mark’s C
of E Primary School, was adopted following the introduction of the National Curriculum in
1988.
St Mark’s School logo features a winged lion holding a Bible, which is the symbol
traditionally used to represent Saint Mark. Also, a winged lion statue is located close to
the old main entrance within the ‘lion garden’
Mid-20th century to Present: WWII damage, repair and subsequent development
The school suffered bomb damage during the Second World War. The MapSouthampton
(interactive map) on the SCC website shows the location of recorded WWII bomb sites. It
depicts two bomb sites on Malmesbury Place, close to the north-east side of the Main
School Building (bomb id. 1607 and 1608). The extent of the damage, which affected the
infants school, is depicted on several drawings held in the Southampton Archives

North-east entrance to side of the Main School Building
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North-east elevation

Gable to South-east elevation

Entrance door to south-east face of
school
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Appendix VI
Ideas and Examples of Artwork
Below are two examples of public artwork, from central Southampton. These are intended
for general inspiration only, within the context of the approximate budget and location.

Courtyard Constellation: Public Art for Cumberland Place, Southampton,
Denman+Gould
This artwork sits within the street-facing courtyard, at Southampton Crossings – new student
accommodation in central Southampton.

“In a reference to the astronomical observatory that once occupied the site, Denman+Gould
mapped 11 star constellations onto a grid. Each constellation represented by a different colour
forms an abstract pattern that can be picked out from students’ rooms above - or at street level.
A geometric motif of equilateral triangles echoes the architectural forms used in observatories,
and in particular the geodesic structures invented by Buckminster Fuller.
The colour palette is inspired by the hand-painted colour index of old British geological survey
maps, developed by artists and scientists in the 19th Century. Over 1200 individual pieces were
hand cast by Denman+Gould.”
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Entrance Gates: Public Art for Mayflower Halls, Southampton – Grace & Webb
This artwork forms the railings and entrance gates to this accommodation block, providing a
vibrant and intriguing addition to the streetscape, as a fully integrated element to the
building’s hard landscaping.
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